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Project 01. Interactive Key Construction. 
25 points, due March 9, at the beginning of class. Minus 10% for every increment of < 24 hr late. 
 
Deliver your key to me via email as a PC-compatible zip file containing a single functioning 
folder (i.e., when I unzip your folder, the key should work). Also hand in a paper print out of the 
data file (data.js).  
 
Construction Instructions: 
************************************************************************* 
Based on the datamatrix you created for your 15 tree species, construct a SLIKS key to your tree 
species.  
 
Use the template spreadsheet contained in “template-PATreeSpeciesSpreadsheet.xls”, obtained 
from the course website.  Note that I’ve modified certain characters based upon your matrices 
and the peculiarities you discovered about your particular species. The biggest modification is 
the Wetland Indicator Status character, which has broken up into separate binary characters 
(rather than one single multistate characters). This is b/c some species have more than one state 
due to intraspecific variation throughout its range in North America. The only way to handle this 
is to treat the character as multiple binary characters.  
 
Consult the procedure for constructing a SLIKS key contained in the “Exercise 02 – Interactive 
Key Construction”, in which you constructed a key to conifer genera.  
 
Instead of adding a GOOGLE Image search link at the end of each species’ row, add a link to 
your mashup page as follows: “http://herbarium.millersville.edu/trees/Genus.specificepithet.htm” 
 Note that the genus name is capitalized and that the genus name and speific epithet are 
 separate not by a space, but by a period. There should be no spaces in the file name.  
 
 I will have loaded your corrected mashups onto the web at that address.   
 
Grading is based on accuracy data scoring, strict adherence to the numerical coding scheme 
established in the template file, quality of presentation, and functionality.  
 
**Again: You must use the same exact number codes for the same exact states as assigned in the 
template spreadsheet. This is the only way that I will be able to add of your keys together for one 
master key that will work.  
 
 
 


